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A B S T R A C T

Recently, several studies found coarticulation effects for hand location in American Sign Language. In the
present study, we established similar effects for Sign Language of the Netherlands (NGT). Moreover,
we examined whether the degree of coarticulation of location is sensitive to phonological distinctions. We
investigated whether types of major locations in the lexicon (i.e., ‘weak hand’, ‘torso’, and ‘neutral space’)
showed different degrees of sensitivity to the surrounding signs. Additionally, we investigated whether
different types of movement (i.e., initial contact or final contact with the body) influenced the susceptibility of a
sign to change its location under the influence of neighbouring signs. Five deaf adult signers participated in
our study. The data were collected using CyberGlove and Flock of Bird, respectively tracking the bending
of the fingers with 22 resistant bend-sensors and the X, Y, and Z coordinates. Location of hand height was
measured in sign series, comparing the effect of surrounding signs at high and low locations. Results showed
that height of the neighbouring signs influenced location height of the target sign. Moreover, coarticulation of
location was sensitive to phonological distinctions in the lexicon. Strongest effects of coarticulation were
observed at the location ‘weak hand’, and were heavily influenced by contact type.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Coarticulation effects of hand gestures on neighbouring signs have been established for signed languages in a number of experimental
studies on American Sign Language (ASL). All of these studies have reasoned that just as has been found for speech (e.g., Fowler, 1980;
Lindblom, 1963; Whalen, 1990), articulatory gestures in signed languages are sensitive to the surrounding gestures (e.g., Cheek, 2001; Mauk,
2003). Some studies have looked at coarticulation effects for handshapes. Wilcox (1992) studied fingerspelling, finding that signers articulate
smooth transitions from handshape to handshape, sometimes resulting in the complete deletion of letters. Cheek (2001) also studied handshape
in ASL, but focused on lexical items. Looking at the realization of the 1 and 5 handshapes in ASL (index and all fingers extended, respectively),
she found both anticipation effects (anticipation of the form that followed) and perseveration effects (perseveration of the form that preceded) in
handshapes. The extension of the pinky in the transition from a 1 handshape to a 5 handshape already started before the end of the sign with the
1 handshape. When a 1 handshape followed a 5 handshape, the pinky was more extended than in 1–1 sequences. The anticipation effect
appeared to be sensitive to signing speed, with higher speed leading to more gestural overlap, similar to what has been demonstrated for speech
(Lindblom, 1963 on vowels, Mauk, 2003 on consonants).

In addition to coarticulation effects found for handshapes, several studies have shown coarticulation effects for hand location. When
surrounded by signs on the head, the location of the hand for signs in the so-called ‘neutral space’ was raised with increased signing speed
(Mauk, 2003, for ASL). Tyrone and Mauk (2010) found that the ASL sign WONDER, which is articulated near the forehead without contacting it, was
lowered at high signing speeds in the context of preceding and following low signs.

By eliciting ASL sentences of various lengths, Grosvald (2009) further demonstrated that the effect of raising ‘neutral space’ signs in the
context of forehead signs can extend over up to three intervening signs (500–800 ms). A non-linguistic task was added to the linguistic tasks in
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the study, incorporating a hand movement with a sign-like action. In this non-linguistic task, the participants had to flip one of two control switches
that were placed at a high or low position on a vertical device in front of the signer. The results on this non-linguistic task showed similar effects
when compared to the location of a low sign at the start of the sentence in the linguistic task. This suggests that the location effects are at least in
part due to general principles of motor control.

The effect of social and linguistic factors on articulation has also been demonstrated. Various sociolinguistic studies investigated how
differences in the location of signs are correlated with variables like age and gender, as well as linguistic variables such as grammatical class and
sign frequency. Lucas, Bayley, Rose, and Wulf (2002) explored a corpus with broad sociolinguistic coverage for ASL, finding grammatical
category to be most predictive of lowered articulation of signs with a phonological location on or near the head. Function words show most
lowered articulations, and adjectives least. Similarly, Schembri et al. (2009) examined linguistic and sociolinguistic variables to explain why signs
canonically made at the forehead are sometimes articulated at a lower location not contacting the forehead. A large number of signs were
studied in corpora of Auslan and New Zealand Sign Language (NZSL). Schembri et al. found a relation with age, gender, and region. Further, it
was found that high-frequency verbs show relatively many lowered forms.

A possible shortcoming of the aforementioned sociolinguistic studies that investigate spontaneous interaction is that they have classified the
variants into a very small set of phonetic distinctions, such as ‘lowered or not’ (Schembri et al., 2009). In order to refine the phonetic distinctions,
Russell, Wilkinson, and Janzen (2011) conducted a corpus study on ASL, attempting to reconcile phonetic and sociolinguistic approaches with
the purpose of understanding location variation. Similar to the previously mentioned studies, they looked at spontaneous natural utterances.
However, they determined the location of contact in terms of pixels in the video frame, using continuous measures as opposed to a small set of
(dichotomous) distinctions. Results showed that in addition to the undershoot effects found in experimental studies on ASL, frequent signs and
verbs are lowered most, but no interaction between the factors was found.

Finally, prosodic effects on height of articulation are also discussed in the literature. Wilbur and Schick (1987) found that stressed signs are
articulated relatively high in ASL, and Crasborn (2001) found that shouting in Sign Language of the Netherlands (NGT, for Nederlandse
Gebarentaal), involves the raising of the whole signing space, affecting both signs in ‘neutral space’ and those on body locations. Crasborn and
Van der Kooji (in press) studied prosodic correlates of focus in NGT, finding that some signs lacking a path movement in their lexical form are
articulated higher when in focus.

1.2. Present study

The present study aims to establish whether similar coarticulatory effects can be found for NGT as well, and more specifically, whether
coarticulation of location is sensitive to phonological distinctions in the lexicon of this language. Following up on the findings of Mauk (2003), we
hypothesized that NGT signs that contact the head have the propensity to pull signs that are articulated lower in space upward.

1.2.1. Locations
The first question we wanted to tackle is whether types of ‘major locations’ (Sandler, 1989) in the lexicon show different degrees of sensitivity

to surrounding signs compared to signs at other major locations. The major locations we compared in this study are ‘neutral space’, ‘weak hand’1

and ‘torso’. Signs without a specific location on the body in their phonological specification are realised in neutral space. This is a standard term
in the literature on Sign Language phonology that has been used since Stokoe (1960); see also Klima and Bellugi (1979), Liddell and Johnson
(1989), Sandler (1989), Brentari (1998) and Van der Kooij (2002). Neutral space corresponds to the space in front of the upper body, from the
waist up to the shoulders. It is also used for grammatical localization in many signed languages.

Within this space that is relatively large compared to the size of the phonologically active articulators (typically, the fingers or the whole hand),
there is no concrete target for the articulation in terms of any of the dimensions X, Y, and Z. One would thus predict that within this space, signs
are relatively free to vary depending on the location of neighbouring signs. The presence of a concrete target makes the area of typical
articulations rather reduced in a sign like NGT AGREE (see Fig. 1) that is articulated at the torso, compared to the area of neutral space. If
constraints on the target location affect the degree of variation in sign articulation, we would predict that signs performed at relatively small and
well-delimited places of articulation, such as locations on the head or the torso, would be less affected by the neighbouring signs (Van der Kooij,
2002).

Given the size of the passive articulator, we hypothesize that one-handed signs articulated in neutral space are more susceptible to show
heightened articulations in the context of high signs than signs that involve signs made at the torso. The gestural target for the neutral space
location is simply not as specific as that for the torso, and this even holds for all three spatial dimensions. This can be linked to oral gestures with
a low degree of ‘blending strength’ (Fowler & Salzman, 1983), allowing neighbouring specifications for the same articulator to have a larger
influence on the articulation. The coarticulatory resistance of the neutral space location is therefore low. In this sense of articulatory precision,
‘neutral space’ can be said to be more like a schwa and the ‘torso’ being more like a full vowel, requiring a higher degree of articulatory precision
(Grosvald, 2009).

For signs articulated at the ‘weak hand’, such as NGT BETTER (see Fig. 1), the passive articulator (in this case, the dorsal side of the hand)
itself is even smaller than the torso and would thus be predicted to show even less variation. However, the three-dimensional location of the non-
dominant hand in space does not have a specified target, and can thus, as a location, anticipate the location of the following sign, for instance.
This is less so for the ‘torso’, which is predicted to show more coarticulatory resistance.

Given that there are no phonological distinctions in the location of the non-dominant hand itself, the prediction is that this location is free to
vary depending on the context signs. For the sign BETTER this means that in all instances the phonological location ‘weak hand’ is either contacted
or at least approached at the start of the lexical movement of the sign. At the same time, the location in space of the phonetic surface form of the
non-dominant hand can vary greatly. As a result of this free variation we thus expect the location of the ‘weak hand’ to be largely determined by
factors like ease of articulation, i.e. the amount of energy needed for a movement. For example, movement of the more proximal joints, such as
1 Various terms have been proposed for the roles of the two hands in signed languages (Crasborn, 2011). We follow Padden and Perlmutter (1987) in using the terms ‘strong’

and ‘weak’ for the roles of the two hands in the phonological representation, while using the terms ‘dominant’ and ‘non-dominant’ for the surface forms of signs and their phonetic

appearance.



Fig. 1. NGT signs AGREE (‘torso’; initial contact in the top left picture) and BETTER (‘weak hand’: initial contact in the bottom left picture).
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the shoulders, require more effort than movement of the more distal joints, such as the knuckles and the wrists (e.g., Crasborn, 2001). This is a
generalization that as far as we know holds not only for NGT, but also for other signed languages (e.g., Brentari, 1998 for ASL, Nyst, 1999 for
Uganda Sign Language, Demey, 2005 for Flemish Sign Language). On the other hand, raising asymmetrical two-handed signs (e.g., BETTER) in
the context of signs on the face does require the extra effort of raising the weak hand.

1.2.2. Initial and final contact
Secondly, we wanted to investigate whether different types of movement would influence the susceptibility of a sign to change its location

under the influence of neighbouring signs. In particular, we wanted to compare signs that move towards contact with the passive articulator (final
contact signs) and signs that start from contact with the place of articulation and move away from it (initial contact signs). Examples of each are
given in Fig. 2.

The sign GOAT starts at the chin and then moves away from it, while the sign OLD starts close to the chin and moves towards it. In a
phonological analysis of NGT (Van der Kooij, 2002), such signs are phonologically distinct in the way they associate the setting features [near]
and [far] to a prosodic timing tier. These setting features form the phonological representation of movement. ‘Near’ implies that there is contact
with the specified location, while ‘far’ represents a position away from the specified location. Thus, the setting features are interpreted with
respect to a location feature, such as [chin] in the examples in Figs. 3 and 4. The bipositional skeleton such as in the representation of GOAT and
OLD equals a syllable (Van der Kooij & Crasborn, 2008).

In the final contact of the sign OLD, the first position in the skeleton is not associated, and the actual movement is thus left to the phonetic
implementation. While the initial location is predicted to be variable, the full articulation of the syllable does require some sort of movement to be
inserted. This analysis thus hypothesizes that the location of the hand in preceding signs predicts part of the start location of the final contact
sign. The actual movement may merely consist of a smooth transition movement from the final location of the preceding sign. The actual
movement direction is not lexically distinctive: what is phonologically represented is only the final contact at the chin location. It is thus our
assumption that this lack of a lexical distinctive movement direction is true for all final contact signs.

Since distinctive directions of movement do exist in signs with initial contact like GOAT, the skeletal positions in these signs are associated to
two different setting features, while also having the main location ‘chin’. In contrast to final contact signs, this second setting in initial contact
signs is underlyingly present. The prediction is therefore that for signs that have initial contact there will not be a smooth transition from the chin
to the first location of the following sign. Instead, the specified movement will be articulated, and some kind of transitional movement will be used
from the specified second setting (‘far’ at the end of the initial contact sign) to the start of the following sign.

In the present study we tested whether the asymmetry in the representations of the two types of contact with the body leads to different
coarticulatory patterns between the two types of signs. There is no lexically distinctive movement direction and only one specified setting feature
(‘near’) in the case of final contact signs that have an un-associated skeleton position. We compare those final contact signs to signs that have
initial contact, which do have a lexically distinctive movement direction given the two specified setting features (‘near’ and ‘far’). As will be
explained in the methodology, we focused on the height of the dominant hand at the point in time when contact with a location was made. For



Fig. 2. NGT signs GOAT (initial contact at the chin in the top left picture) and OLD (final contact at the chin in the bottom right picture).

Fig. 3. Representation of initial contact (e.g., GOAT) vs. final contact signs (e.g., OLD).
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signs in ‘neutral space’ that lack of any physical contact of the dominant hand with a place of articulation, the average height of the sign was
measured. For that reason, our argumentation below focuses on the ‘near’ setting when available, and on the average height of the syllable in
other signs.

Fig. 4.1 exemplifies sequences of high (preceding) signs followed by target low signs. Fig. 4.2 exemplifies sequences of target low signs
followed by high signs. The middle (target) sign varies for contact type in both figures (initial and final contact). The grey boxes indicate the
lexically specified movement, and the white boxes with the dashed lines indicate the period during which transitional movement between two
signs takes place. The location for both signs is labelled in terms of abstract ‘high’ and ‘low’ locations, the former including all locations on the
head, the latter including the torso and the weak hand. The effect of initial versus final contact signs is compared for the (perservatory) effects of
a preceding sign as well as for the (anticipatory) effects of a following sign.

More specifically, Fig. 4.1a shows the representation of initial contact signs in the context of a preceding sign, where both timing slots for the
skeleton positions are associated to a setting specification. The setting value representing contact is called ‘near’, the contrasting value is ‘far’. For
those final contact signs where only one timing slot is associated to a setting specification (‘near’), two scenarios are possible. This is visualized
schematically in Fig. 4.1b and c. In the present study, we refer to the transition between the two (‘near’ setting) contact points that were measured as
the ‘Schematic Changeover Unit’. This Schematic Changeover Unit (from ‘near’ to ‘near’) is identical between Fig. 4.1a (showing the sequence of
preceding high signs and target low initial contact signs) and Fig. 4.1b, but not between Fig. 4.1a and c. If the timing model in Fig. 4.1b were
involved in the articulation of sign series, we would predict a similar perservatory coarticulation effect as for initial contact signs, given the similar
Schematic Changeover Unit. If the timing model in Fig. 4.1c were involved, a larger Schematic Changeover Unit is foreseen that would result in a
weaker perservatory coarticulation effect compared to initial contact signs in Fig. 4.1a. Thus, only if the timing information of the first skeletal position
of final contact signs is completely ignored (Fig. 4.1b), we expect similar perservatory coarticulation effects of the preceding sign for initial and final
contact target signs. However, if the timing information of the first skeleton position of final contact signs is not ignored (Fig. 4.1c), the Schematic
Changeover Unit would be longer and we would therefore predict a weaker perservatory coarticulation effect compared to initial contact signs in
Fig. 4.1a. Based on the un-associated first skeleton position in final contact signs, we hypothesize that the timing model in Fig. 4.1b will be involved.

In terms of the sign OLD, the transition from the final position of the preceding sign to the chin in the final contact sign OLD is thus predicted to
consist of merely a transitional movement, identical to the transitional movement to the first skeletal position of the initial contact sign GOAT. If,
however, the un-associated skeletal position in a final contact target sign is relevant (Fig. 4.1c), we would expect weaker coarticulation effects for



Fig. 4. Different scenarios for location coarticulation effects in initial and final contact signs, for signs preceding the target sign (1) and signs following the target sign (2).
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final contact signs such as OLD, compared to initial contact signs such as GOAT in the context of a preceding high signs, i.e., in the perseveratory
direction.

For the following sign (i.e., in the anticipatory direction), we expect different coarticulation effects for the initial and final contact target sign,
whereby only one scenario is envisaged for initial contact signs and one scenario for final contact signs. For initial contact target signs (see
Fig. 4.2a), the trajectory from the contact (i.e. setting ‘near’) of the target sign to the location of the following sign is affected by the lexical
trajectory to the second location specification of the target sign (‘far’) while moving towards the contact point of the high following sign. For final
contact target signs (see Fig. 4.2b), the transitional movement starts immediately at the final contact point (‘near’) of the target sign. As the high
location is further away from the setting feature ‘near’ (i.e., a longer Schematic Changeover Unit) at an initial contact target sign (Fig. 4.2a) than
from the setting feature ‘near’ at a final contact target sign (Fig. 4.2b), the anticipatory coarticulation effect is expected to be weaker for the initial
contact condition. The representation-induced prediction is only relevant for the effect of the preceding sign, i.e., the ‘side’ of the un-associated
skeletal position in the perseveratory direction, but not for the following sign, i.e. in the anticipatory direction. The reason for this is that the un-
associated setting ‘far’ in final contact signs is followed by the specified setting ‘near’, which is sequentially closer to (or on the side of) the
following sign (see Fig. 4.1b).

Thirdly, in terms of methodology, we explored whether the coarticulation effects could be established using a slightly different experimental
paradigm, in which sequences of random signs were elicited rather than possible sign sequences. Tyrone and Mauk (2010, in press) used short
ungrammatical sentences (e.g., WONDER ME WONDER, and WONDER BITTER WONDER) that were repeated multiple times by each subject. In larger ASL
sentences, the combinations of two signs in those experimental sign sequences are possible. In this way, a balance was struck between
controlled (ABA) sequences of signs while still approaching natural utterances. In terms of the whole experimental setup, the signers were asked
to produce a rather monotonous repetition of these same sentences multiple times in sequence. They found a coarticulation effect over the whole
data set, yet they did not find a list effect in terms of gradual lowering over the experiment. Similarly, Grosvald (2009) used a sentence frame of
varying length in order to establish effects over larger distances, also including filler sentences. Grosvald (2009, p. 183) found that the articulation
of the target sign WANT became significantly more reduced up to a point where it was sometimes impossible to locate in the measurement data.
Thus, the use of full grammatical sentences does not necessarily lead to clear and natural utterances, and inevitably leads to some form of ‘lab
speech’. In the present study, we investigated if we would find similar coarticulation effects if we would use a simpler experimental paradigm,
eliciting lists of three signs in sequence. Subjects would not regard these sequences of signs as a meaningful sentence, and will thus be
articulated for what it is: a list of signs. This paradigm allows creating highly controlled sequences of all kinds of phonological features, potentially
at the cost of a less common prosodic pattern. Balancing this against the possibility that long lists of isolated sentences might lead to a more
unpredictable prosodic variation, we preferred this way of eliciting data.

1.3. Research questions

In summary, we aim to answer the following research questions:
1.
 Is the height of a sign influenced by the height of neighbouring signs in word lists in NGT?
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2.
ww
Is there an impact on the type of phonological location (i.e., ‘torso’, ‘weak hand’, and ‘neutral space’) on the presence or size of anticipatory
and perservatory coarticulation effects?
3.
 Is there an influence on the phonological distinction between initial contact and final contact on the presence or size of anticipatory and
perseverance coarticulation effects?

2. Method

2.1. Participants

The participants are five deaf signers, one male and four female, between the ages of 28 and 44. Four of the participants were native signers
who have deaf parents. The other participant was brought up in a hearing family who strongly supported the use of signs at home and in
educational settings. All participants were fluent users of NGT and were right-handed. They were not informed about the goals of the study until
after the recordings. All participants signed a standard consent form allowing examples from the data to be used in presentations and
publications.

2.2. Equipment

We used three sets of hardware. The first set was a high definition video camera (Sony HDR-XR155E) on a tripod. The second was a right
hand CyberGlove and its interface unit that relays spatial information through a magnetic field.2 The glove has 22 resistive bend-sensors to
accurately transform hand, finger, and wrist motion into real-time digital joint angle data. The third set of hardware was The Flock of Birds from
Ascension Technology Corporation.3 It consisted of a transmitter and a receiver. The transmitter was placed right in front of the signing
participant on a small table. The receiver was attached to the lower arm, on the wrist strap of the CyberGlove, the centre of which was located
proximal to the ulnar styloid process; 1.5 cm towards the radius and 4–5 cm towards the elbow, fixed in a stable position. The system recorded
three position variables, X (horizontal, left-right), Y (vertical, up-down), and Z (horizontal depth, near-far) axis, and three orientation variables (in
this case the three Euler angles: azimuth, elevation and roll). Together with the measurements of the wrist and hand joints, the 3 degrees of
freedom of each location on the hand were calculated. The temporal resolution of the system was set to 100 Hz (four times as high as the 25 Hz
of the PAL video recordings that were made) (see also Ormel & Crasborn, in preparation). For the present study, we only used the output of the
top of the index finger on the vertical axis at 100 Hz, given that we were interested in the coarticulation of the hand location of the target sign for
instances in which the preceding and following non-target signs have a high hand location compared to when the preceding and following non-
target signs have a low hand location.

In order to allocate the logged data collected with the CyberGlove to a software decipherable CVS file, a computer program written in the
computer language Perl was used. The CVS file contains the rotations and the location data for each of the joints of all fingers and for the tips of
the fingers. The ELAN software package4 (Crasborn, Sloetjes, Auer, & Wittenburg, 2006) was used to visualize the high definition PAL video
streams and the CyberGlove (CSV) data simultaneously. In the Time Series Viewer module of the ELAN software package, the CVS data for the
position of the tip of the index finger were presented. The next step was the manual segmentation and annotation of each of the signs in ELAN.
The video was used to determine the content of the signs. The visualized position of the fingertip on the X, Y, and Z axes was used to determine
the start and end positions of the signs. The videos and the CVS data were time aligned. Determining the precise start and end positions by
means of the CVS data allowed for highly precise sign segmentation. The corresponding CVS data for the position of the fingertip on the vertical
axis (i.e., the values at the start and the end and the mean values for each of the annotations) were transferred to text files in order to be used for
data analyses (following Ormel and Crasborn, in preparation).

2.3. Materials

A set of 526 unique series of three signs was elicited for participants. Within each series of three signs, the middle sign was the target sign.
We tried to establish whether the height of this sign was affected by the height of the preceding and the following sign. The series contained 48
unique signs; their phonological form is described in Appendix A. Series of one-handed lexical signs in NGT were recorded. Three factors were
introduced in the experiment: Height of surrounding signs (two types: low and high), Location target sign (three distinctive low locations of the
target signs that have different degrees of mobility: ‘weak hand’, ‘torso’, and ‘neutral space’), and Contact type (two types: initial contact and final
contact). For Height of surrounding signs, signs located at the head were in the condition ‘high’, whereas condition ‘low’ could either be located at
the torso, the weak hand, or in neutral space.

The 48 signs consisted of three times 16 signs that had an identical handshape. For each of the three handshapes (T, V, and S handshape,
see Fig. 5) in the experiment, the list contained four unique signs at the ‘head’, four at the ‘weak hand’, four at the ‘torso’, and four in ‘neutral
space’ (thus 16 signs). For the signs at the three locations ‘head’, ‘weak hand’, and ‘torso’, two of the four unique signs had Contact type ‘initial
contact’ and two had ‘final contact’. For the signs in ‘neutral space’, there was no contact with the body, thus contact type was not specified.
Examples of the stimuli are presented in Fig. 6.

The experiment was conducted in 12 sessions of 44 series of three signs. The series were presented in random order, differing for each of the
participants. The second sign was always the target sign and was one of the three low locations (location of the target sign): ‘weak hand’, ‘torso’, or
‘neutral space’. The first and the third (surrounding) sign could either be at a high or at a low location height, thus leading to series of low–low–low, low–
low–high, high–low–high, and high–low–low. Also contact type and location height were balanced in the design. The series low–low–low could, for
example, be low(initial contact)–low(initial contact)–low(final contact), or low(final contact)–low(initial contact)–low(initial contact), and so on. The two
2 The CyberGlove was originally developed by Virtual Technologies, Inc., which was acquired by Immersion Corporation in 2000. In 2009, CyberGlove Systems LLC (http://

w.cyberglovesystems.com/) took over development and production.
3 http://www.ascension-tech.com/.
4 ELAN is open source software developed by the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics; see http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan).
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Fig. 5. The three handshapes used in the present study.
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possible contact types at each of the three sign positions (target sign, preceding sign, and following sign) resulted in eight unique series of contact
types (initial–initial–initial/ iii; final–final–final/fff; iif; iff; ffi; fii; fif, and ifi) for each location height combination. Sign 1 (the preceding sign) and sign 3 (the
following sign) had one of the three low locations (‘weak hand’, ‘torso’, or ‘neutral space’). For the series at which the target sign was articulated in
‘neutral space’, the surrounding signs could have any of the low locations. For the series at which the target sign was produced at either the ‘torso’ or
the ‘weak hand’, the surrounding sign could be at the ‘head’, in ‘neutral space’, or at the identical low location (‘torso’ or ‘weak hand’). The restrictions at
the locations (irrespective of initial and final contact) lead to 18 different presentation orders. These are listed in Appendix B.

In order to answer the main research question on the existence of coarticulation of hand location in NGT, we compared series where the non-
target surrounding sign was at location height ‘high’ in comparison to series where the non-target sign was at location height ‘low’. Moreover, the
influence of the location mobility of the target sign, as well as the influence of the contact type was analysed. The height on the vertical axis of the
target (second) sign was the dependent variable.

In order to avoid the complication of lexical movement on the (vertical) Y-axis, phonological movements in the vertical dimension were
avoided in the selection of test items. Phonological changes in handshape were likewise excluded in order to keep the set as homogenous as
possible. Moreover, only three different handshapes were used (the S, V, and T handshapes). Across the three sets of sign series for the different
handshapes, the initial and end locations as well as the movement directions were kept identical. In order to have a uniform measurement point
for all signs, the tip of the index finger was used for each of the three handshapes. In the total set of sign pairs, sign movements mainly occurred
on two of the three axes (X and Z), and the movement could take place in either direction on the two axes (for the contact signs, which are all but
the signs in ‘neutral space’, this was strongly related to the phonological contact specification).



Fig. 6. Examples of the phonological parameters in the stimuli.
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2.4. Procedure

Two people ran the experiments; a deaf signing experimenter carried out most of the interaction with the subjects, while a hearing
experimenter controlled the equipment. In the first part of the test instructions, we verified that the participants were familiar with the intended
experimental sign. This required some practice and memorization as we used written Dutch words to elicit the signs, and there is no one-to-one
correspondence between NGTsigns and Dutch words. Before the actual recordings, the participants were asked to produce all sign translations
of Dutch words. At those instances where the participant produced a translation variant of the Dutch word that was not the intended sign, the
participant was instructed to produce the intended sign. Participants performed one practice session to ensure that all intended signs were used.
The second part of the instruction related to the production fluency of the three signs. Participants were instructed to produce the signs at the
same speed they would do in a normal conversation. They were given two practice sequences, which formed a short meaningful sentence.
When the speed of the signing of the three signs felt natural to the participant and looked fluent to the experimenters, the participants were given
a third practice sequence of three signs that, similar to the experimental items, did not form a meaningful short sentence, but instead formed a
series of three unrelated signs. The participant was instructed to try to maintain the same natural speed of signing as in the short meaningful
sentences. When the participant was able to produce the three signs in a fluent manner, the experiment started.

The CyberGlove was put on the right hand with the Flock of Bird sensor fixed to the wrist strap (proximal to the ulnar styloid process; 1.5 cm towards
the radius and several cm towards the elbow, fixed in a stable position). The system was manually calibrated, using the Device Configuration Utility
included with the glove. The participants were standing at a fixed position in a room with no other people present other than the test experimenter, and
located in front of the video camera at three meters distance. After the recording of the video and the CyberGlove equipment commenced, the word series
were shown on the laptop and the participants produced the sign series. The participants were shown the Dutch words in a PowerPoint presentation. The
words remained on the screen for three seconds. Subsequently, an empty screen was shown, during which the participant produced the sign translations.
If the deaf experimenter detected any incorrect or hesitant sign production during the experiment, the same sign series was repeated at the end of the
experiment. During the annotation of the material (see below), the incorrect items were excluded from further analysis.



Fig. 7. Presentation of glove data in the program ELAN. The video in the top left corner is time-aligned with the vertical crosshair in the bottom part of the screen. When the video

plays, the crosshair moves across the sign glosses (i.e., the names in the middle of the figure) and the visualization of the height at the three axes (as shown by the three coloured

lines above the sign glosses). The numbers in the bottom part refer to the location heights at the beginning and the end values of the sign annotations at the three axes. The panel on

the top right shows a range of information, such as the sign glosses and various time values.
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From the measurement points on the CyberGlove and the location and orientation measurements of the Flock, the changes in the location on
the X, Y, and Z axes of the tip of the index finger were extracted for further analysis. While the CyberGlove was used to measure movement of
the finger joints and the wrist, the Flock of Birds tracks the coordinates on the X, Y, and Z axes of the wrist. The coordinates of each of the
locations on the hand were calculated by combining the data that was produced by the measurements with the CyberGlove and the Flock of
Birds. This was done by using the tools that were developed by Crasborn et al. (2006). The three coordinates and the movement distance data
were calculated for the palm edge, the proximal phalange, the middle phalange, and the fingertip for each of the fingers (X, Y, Z coordinates and
movement distance for five fingers at four different locations lead to 80 data output series). For the present study, we used the part referring to
changes across the coordinates of the (vertical) Y-axis of the tip of the index finger.

The position of the tip of the index finger was determined as follows. The position and orientation of the wrist (data from the Flock of Birds
receiver that was connected to the CyberGlove, proximal to the ulnar styloid process) was taken as a starting point. A model was used to
calculate the values at the interest point as follows: The position of interest was moved 2.6 cm towards the thumb along the wrist hyperextension/
flexion axis. Then, taking the hyperextension/flexion and the adduction/abduction of the wrist into account, the position was moved 10.4 cm
towards the metacarpophalangeal joint of the index finger. Taking into account both the adduction/abduction of the index finger and the
hyperextension/flexion of the metacarpophalangeal joint, the position was moved 4.43 cm along the proximal phalanx of the index finger. The
same was done for the proximal interphalangeal joint and middle phalanx (2.61 cm) and finally for the distal interphalangeal joint and distal
phalanx (2.41 cm). The same values were useful for all signers given that the glove has a fixed size.

In order to determine which of the measurement points of the whole 45+ minute recording sessions were useful for further analysis, two deaf
research assistants and the first author first annotated the signs in ELAN. The elicitation (Dutch) word was added as a gloss for the signs. This
was done in two steps. First of all, the signs were annotated following the (25 Hz) video frames. Secondly, the annotation timing was fine-tuned
by following the visualized (100 Hz) data points on the X, Y, and Z axes for the tip of the index finger, from the CyberGlove (see Fig. 7).

For the purpose of annotating the signs, the following rule was followed: signs started at the first frame that showed the start of the lexical
movement. For signs that have setting specification ‘initial contact’ this is the last frame at the contact location; signs ended when either the
movement direction started to change or immediately when the end location was reached for signs that have setting specification ‘final contact’
(which phonologically speaking do not have a lexically specified movement direction). The timing and the beginning, end, and mean values on
the vertical axis of the annotations were exported from ELAN into a text file; a PERL script was used to integrate the data points with the
information about contact type, height of the surrounding sign, and location of the target sign for subsequent data analysis in SPSS.

3. Results

The data from the production of the sign series were analysed in repeated measures ANOVAs. For each of the participants, the values on
the vertical axis were computed for the target sign and compared to the preceding and following signs. For signs that have contact type initial, the
starting value of the annotation was measured, for signs that have contact type final, the end value was measured, and for signs in ‘neutral
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space’, the mean value was used. Results were obtained for the dependent variable ‘height on the vertical axis’. All values that are presented are
in centimetres, measured from the centre of the Flock transmitter, for the height of the target sign.

Two repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted. The main question of coarticulation of hand location formed the basis of both analyses (as
measured by the factor ‘Height of surrounding signs’: low and high). In the first analysis, the influence of the factor ‘Location target sign’ (‘weak
hand’, ‘torso’, and ‘neutral space’) was also included. In the second analysis, the additional influence of the factor ‘Contact type’ (initial contact
and final contact) was included.

In the first analysis, the design was 2 (Height of surrounding signs: low and high)�3 (Location target sign: ‘weak hand’, ‘torso’, and ‘neutral
space’), and performed for the preceding sign (sign 1) and for the following sign (sign 3). In the second analysis, the design was 2 (Height of
surrounding signs: low and high)�2 (Contact type: initial contact and final contact)�2 (Location target sign: ‘weak hand’ and ‘torso’), again
performed for the preceding sign (sign 1) and for the following sign (sign 3), whereby the low signs in ‘neutral space’ were excluded, given that
those do not have a specified contact type (initial or final). Hence two conditions remained for ‘Location target sign’ (‘weak hand’ and ‘torso’) as
opposed to three conditions in the first analysis.

3.1. Height of surrounding signs and Location target sign; Influence of the preceding sign (perseverance).

The results for the preceding sign in the first analysis showed a main effect of Height of surrounding signs (i.e., coarticulation effect as a result
of the hand location of the preceding sign on the vertical axis: F(1,4)¼10.56, p<.05). Fig. 8 illustrates that the coarticulation occurred for each of
the three low locations of the target sign. The marginal main effect of Location target sign (F(2,3)¼8.53, p<.1) refers to the higher production of
the signs on location ‘torso’ compared to signs produced at locations ‘weak hand’ and ‘neutral space’, which was irrespective of the coarticulation
effect. The interaction (between Height of surrounding signs and Location target sign) was not significant (F(2,3)¼ .53, p>.1), which suggests
that the effect of coarticulation of hand location was comparable across each of the three low locations of the target sign (Table 1).
Fig. 8. Height of the target sign with different heights (low and high) of the preceding sign at three different low locations of the target sign (‘weak hand’, ‘torso’, and ‘neutral space’).

Error bars represent standard errors.

Table 1

Results for analysis part 1; height of the target sign in the context of a preceding sign (low or high) in three

different low locations referring to mobility of the target sign (‘weak hand’, ‘torso’, ‘neutral space’). Mean height

and standard deviation (SD) are presented.

Condition Mean height SD

Target sign ‘weak hand’

Preceding sign low 64.26 5.33

Preceding sign high 65.04 4.72

Target sign ‘torso’

Preceding sign low 68.31 4.30

Preceding sign high 69.51 4.2

Target sign ‘neutral space’

Preceding sign low 65.72 3.22

Preceding sign high 66.15 3.89
3.2. Height of surrounding signs, Location target sign and Contact; Influence of the preceding sign (perseverance).

In the second analysis for the preceding sign we included the effect of contact type (see Fig. 9). Results for the influence of contact type on
the coarticulation (of hand location) first of all showed that the main effect of Contact type was significant (F(1,4)¼21.54, p<.01). Signs that have
Contact type ‘initial’ are produced lower than signs that have Contact type ‘final’. Moreover, similar to the previous results as shown in Fig. 8, the
main effects of Height of surrounding signs (F(1,4)¼9.35, p<.05) and Location target sign (F(1,4)¼11.98, p<.05) were significant, but not the
interaction between Height of surrounding sign and Location target sign (F(1,4)¼ .32, p>.1). Overall, signs at the ‘torso’ were produced higher
than at the ‘weak hand’ and generally, signs preceded by signs articulated at a high location were produced higher than signs preceded by signs
articulated at a low location. Interestingly, contact type influences the amount of coarticulation. There is a two-way interaction between Contact
type and Location target sign (F(1,4)¼12.52, p<.05). Signs that have contact type ‘initial’ were produced higher at the ‘torso’ than at the ‘weak
hand’. This difference between ‘weak hand’ and ‘torso’ was much smaller for signs that have contact type ‘final’. The two-way interaction
between Contact type and Height of surrounding signs was not significant (F(1,4)¼1.91, p>.1). The results also showed a three-way interaction
between Contact type, Height of surrounding signs, and Location target sign (F(1,4)¼26.03, p<.01). Fig. 9 shows that coarticulation for signs at



Fig. 9. Height of the target sign with different heights (low and high) of the preceding sign that have either of two contact types (initial and final contact) at two different low locations

of the target sign (‘weak hand’ and ‘torso’). Error bars represent standard errors.

Table 2

Results for analysis part 2; height of the target sign in the context of a preceding sign (low

or high) in two different low locations (‘weak hand’ and ‘torso’) and for two different contact

types (initial and final contact). Mean height and standard deviation (SD) are presented.

Condition Mean height SD

Target sign ‘weak hand’

Initial contact

Preceding sign low 62.23 5.81

Preceding sign high 61.48 4.68

Final contact

Preceding sign low 64.74 3.72

Preceding sign high 67.53 4.82

Target sign ‘torso’

Initial contact

Preceding sign low 66.24 3.94

Preceding sign high 68.02 2.35

Final contact

Preceding sign low 65.96 3.60

Preceding sign high 67.00 3.48
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the location ‘weak hand’ was present for signs that have final contact, but not for signs that have initial contact. For ‘torso’, the coarticulation
effects were reduced for signs that have final contact compared to signs that have initial contact. For the effects of the preceding sign, the ‘weak
hand’ showed the strongest difference between initial and final contact (Table 2).
3.3. Height of surrounding signs and Location target sign; Influence of the following sign (anticipation).

The degree of anticipatory coarticulation (i.e., Height of surrounding signs) was similar at each of three low locations (i.e., Location target
sign) (see Fig. 10). In the first analysis for the effects of anticipation of the following sign, the results showed a main effect of Height of
surrounding signs (F(1,4)¼10.46, p<.05) and a marginal effect of Location target sign (F(2,3)¼7.89, p<.1), but no interaction between Height of
surrounding signs and Location target sign (F(2,3)¼2.14, p>.1). Coarticulation effects (operationalized by Height of surrounding signs) were
observed at each of the three locations, whereby target signs that were followed by signs at the high location (i.e., the ‘head’) were produced
Fig. 10. Height of the target sign with different heights (low and high) of the following sign at three different low locations of the target sign (‘weak hand’, ‘torso’, and ‘neutral space’).

Error bars represent standard errors.



Table 3

Results for analysis part 1; height of the target sign in the context of a following sign (low or high) in three different

low locations (‘weak hand’, ‘torso’, and ‘neutral space’). Mean height and standard deviation (SD) are presented.

Condition Mean height SD

Target sign ‘weak hand’

Following sign low 64.05 5.31

Following sign high 66.01 4.68

Target sign ‘torso’

Following sign low 68.42 4.51

Following sign high 69.70 3.81

Target sign ‘neutral space’

Following sign low 65.64 3.83

Following sign high 66.29 3.48
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higher compared to signs that were followed by signs at a low location. Moreover, signs at the ‘torso’ were produced higher on the vertical axis
than signs at the other two locations, irrespective of the coarticulation effects (Table 3).
3.4. Height of surrounding signs, Location target sign and Contact; Influence of the following sign (anticipation).

Similar to the results concerning the coarticulation of the preceding sign, examination of coarticulation in anticipation of the following sign
showed that the results are significantly influenced by the difference between signs that have contact type ‘initial’ and signs that have contact
type ‘final’ (see Fig. 11). Main effects were found for Contact type (F(1,4)¼63.17, p<.01) and for Height of surrounding signs (F(1,4)¼56.94,
p<.01) and a marginal difference was seen for Location target sign (F(1,4)¼5.30, p<.1). Final contact signs were made higher than initial
contact signs, signs that were followed by a high sign were made higher, and signs located at the ‘torso’ were produced higher than signs
produced at the ‘weak hand’. The interactions between Contact type and Height of surrounding signs was significant, with initial contact signs
showing stronger coarticulation (F(1,4)¼136.80, p<.001).The interaction between Height of surrounding signs and Location target sign was also
significant, with signs at the ‘weak hand’ showing stronger coarticulation (F(1,4)¼62.45, p<.01). The interaction between Contact type and
Location target sign was significant, with ‘weak hand’ showing higher articulation of the signs at final contact than at initial contact (F(1,4)¼27.30,
p<.01). The results also show a three-way interaction between Height of surrounding signs, Location target location and Contact type
(F(1,4)¼64.12, p<.01). Signs produced at the ‘weak hand’ showed a much more extensive degree of coarticulation for initial contact signs
compared to final contact signs. Signs produced at the ‘torso’ showed coarticulation at final contact only (Table 4).

Fig. 11 shows the patterns for signs that have initial and final contact. For signs that have initial contact, the effect of Height of surrounding
signs is extensive for signs that were located on the hand, whereas no effect of Height of surrounding signs was present for signs that were
produced on the ‘torso’. Such a difference between effects at the hand and the ‘torso’ was not observed for signs that have ‘final’ contact, where
both locations show a small coarticulation effect. For the anticipation of the following signs, the most deviating pattern was thus found for initial
contact signs at the ‘weak hand’.
Fig. 11. Height of the target sign with different heights (low and high) of the following sign that have either of two contact types (initial and final contact) at two different low locations

of the target sign (‘weak hand’ and ‘torso’). Error bars represent standard errors.
4. Discussion

The main question in the present study is whether the height of a sign is influenced by the height of neighbouring signs in strings of
subsequent signs in NGT, as was found in several studies in ASL. This indeed turned out to be the case. As coarticulation effects can go in two
directions (perseveration and anticipation) we studied the effect of the preceding as well as the following signs.

First, different types of major locations have been distinguished in the phonological representation of signs: locations on the ‘head’, the ‘torso’,
and the ‘weak hand’, and a location in the so-called ‘neutral space’. In this study, locations on the head were classified as ‘high’, whereas the
locations on the weak hand, torso, and in neutral space were considered to be ‘low’. In the design of this study we distinguished these three
types of ‘low’ locations on the basis of whether or not they were well-defined and to which degree they were mobile in the actual articulation. We



Table 4

Results for analysis part 2; height of the target sign in the context of a following sign (low or high) in two different low locations (‘weak hand’

and ‘torso’) and for two different contact types (initial and final contact). Mean height and standard deviation (SD) are presented

Condition Mean height SD

Target sign ‘weak hand’

Initial contact Following sign low 54.65 5.62

Initial contact Following sign high 68.49 5.01

Final contact Following sign low 65.23 4.13

Final contact Following sign high 66.17 5.29

Target sign ‘torso’

Initial contact Following sign low 66.38 3.47

Initial contact Following sign high 65.82 3.57

Final contact Following sign low 66.17 3.51

Final contact Following sign high 67.21 3.31
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investigated whether signs made at locations on the (well-defined and rather immobile) ‘torso’ would show coarticulation to the same extent as
the (more mobile) signs, either made in ‘neutral space’ (not well-defined) or at the non-dominant hand (well-defined). Our expectation was that
the latter two would be more mobile in their realization than the ‘torso’ in that the precise location in ‘neutral space’ and also the non-dominant
hand itself can move (despite the fact that the articulation at the non-dominant hand is well-defined), and thus, as a location, anticipate the
location of the following sign, for instance. For the ‘torso’, such flexibility occurs to a lesser extent.

The results showed a significant main effect of height of the surrounding signs. Signs at low locations that are either preceded or followed by
a sign at a high location are produced significantly higher compared to when the signs are preceded or followed by a low location. While we
found an overall coarticulation effect in both the perservatory as well as the anticipatory direction, we did not find that this coarticulation effect is
smaller for signs with location ‘torso’ in comparison to signs with location ‘weak hand’ or ‘neutral space’ (i.e., without distinguishing between initial
and final contact signs). This finding is compatible with Sandler’s (1993) phonological analysis of unbalanced two-handed signs, where she
argues that the non-dominant hand is the location, as the non-dominant hand behaves exactly the same as the other location types with respect
to coarticulation. In the present study, signs that were located at the torso were generally produced higher than the signs that were located at the
non-dominant hand or in neutral space, but this did not appear to affect the amount of coarticulation.

In summary, we found the expected general coarticulation effects of hand height for word lists in NGT. However, contrary to our expectation
the flexibility of the location, i.e., whether the location has a physical target (‘torso’), could move itself (‘weak hand’), or was not fixed at all
(‘neutral space’), did not affect the amount of overall coarticulation. This was the case in the perservatory as well as the anticipatory direction, at
least when we did not take into account the distinction between initial and final contact signs.

Next, we asked whether the moment of contact within the sign, i.e., initial (contact at the body at the start of the sign) or final (contact at the
body at the end of the sign), has an impact on the influence that a neighbouring sign may have. As visualized in Fig. 3, signs with initial contact
have two setting specifications, whereas only the end setting is specified in final contact signs. If the (timing) information of the first skeletal
position of final contact signs would be completely ignored by the signer, we should expect similar perservatory coarticulation effects (of the
preceding sign) for initial and final contact. The transition from the final position of the preceding sign would consist of a smooth transitional
movement, identical to the transitional movement to the first skeletal position of the initial contact sign. In other words, the Schematic
Changeover Unit from the contact location of the first sign to the contact location of the second sign would be equally long for initial and final
contact target signs. The ‘upward pull’ of the preceding high sign would likewise be similar. This is indeed what we found when the different
locations were not taken into consideration; the effect of ‘Contact type’ did not interact with the coarticulation effect as measured by ‘Height of the
surrounding sign’. If the un-associated skeletal position in final contact was relevant, however, we expected to observe different perservatory
coarticulation effects for initial and final contact (illustrated in Fig. 4.1c). The Schematic Changeover Unit related to the un-associated skeletal
position in the final contact sign would then be longer than in the initial contact sign, which would have reduced the degree of coarticulation.
Instead, the data showed that final contact signs that have an un-associated position are articulated with a similar degree of coarticulation
compared to initial contact signs. This suggests that no more than transitional movement is involved in final contact signs, at least when the
location of the target sign was not included in the analyses. However, this seems to be an incomplete picture due to the complexity of the data.

When ‘Location of the target sign’ was included in the analyses, a rather different picture emerged. There is an interesting relation between the
factors Location of the target sign, Contact type, and Height of the surrounding sign. For location ‘torso’, the coarticulation effect was slightly weaker for
final contact signs, suggesting that Fig. 4.1c is the correct model. However, for location ‘weak hand’, no perservatory coarticulation was observed for
initial contact signs, but a relative strong perservatory coarticulation effect was observed for final contact signs. The results indicate that for weak hand
signs that have final contact such as the sign ILL (Fig. 3), the location of the target sign is moved closer to the high end point of the previous sign in
comparison to initial contact signs on the weak hand. This may be explained by the fact that the un-associated skeletal position for the final contact
signs yields more possibilities than the associated skeleton position for the initial contact signs to bring the non-dominant hand in optimal position.

For the following sign, effects of anticipatory coarticulation were expected to be different between initial and final contact. The possible effect of
the un-associated skeleton position in final contact signs cannot be shown for anticipatory coarticulation resulting from signs following the target
signs, given that the un-associated position is not close to the following sign (but instead to the preceding sign, see 4.1b, 4.1c, and 4.2b) and the
hand height was measured at the setting ‘near’. For initial contact signs in the context of the following sign (4.2a), a larger Schematic Changeover
Unit and consequently a weaker anticipatory coarticulation effect was expected than for final contact signs, given that two settings are specified for
initial contact signs. This expected difference is only partly what the present data show. The predicted pattern based on the visualized sequences
in Fig. 4.2 was observed at the location ‘torso’, but not at the ‘weak hand’. At the location ‘weak hand’, a quite different pattern was observed
compared to location ‘torso’. At the weak hand, coarticulation was particularly strong at the initial contact signs. The articulation of initial contact
signs that are followed by low signs was rather low. It thus seems that signers anticipate the production of a low sign by lowering the weak hand of
the target sign. Given that the signs we included that were located at the weak hand are signs with an upward movement of the dominant hand, we
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belief that the signers anticipated in a clever way. During the articulation of the low target signs, their dominant hand already becomes close to the
appropriate low location for the low following signs. This implies that they would have to start the movement of the target low sign especially low.
The data in the second bar of Fig. 11 shows that when an initial contact sign is followed by a high sign, the entire location is, again, moved closer
to the following (high) location. We would like to mention that the data do not, however, inform us if and how the ‘far’ setting in 4.2a, which is the
second setting, coarticulates to the high following sign. This question what happens at the ‘far’ settings can be tackled in future research.

Summarizing, it thus seems that there is an important difference between the locations ‘torso’ and ‘weak hand’. The torso behaves in a more
expected way, and the weak hand takes a special advantage of the possibility to move its entire location downward in order to reach the
adequate following low or high location. Only part of our results (for the torso in particular) can be explained nicely by means of the predictions
based on the scenarios presented in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2. The results show that the scenarios differ for various phonological locations, such that the
principles underlying Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 will need to be developed further, including the influence of mobility of the locations. In the present study,
we did not measure the movement of the non-dominant hand in this study, so we cannot investigate the relationships between the two hands. We
suggest that this would also be an interesting area for future investigations.

Summarizing, we found a mirror effect between preceding and following signs in terms of contact type for locations on the weak hand. Signs
that are produced on the weak hand do indeed appear to use the mobility of the location. In the context of preceding signs, the perservatory
coarticulation effect was larger in final contact target signs at the weak hand. This special effect appeared to be the consequence of the mobility
of the location; a larger effect was shown for the weak hand (but not the torso) as opposed to the smaller hypothesized effects if the un-
associated position would be relevant (Fig. 4.1c). At the torso, Fig. 4.1c seemed relevant, which indicates that the un-associated position was not
ignored. Thus, rather than deleting the skeletal position that is not lexically associated to a setting feature, the syllable template is maintained as
a prosodic unit that will be realized with a certain duration in the phonetic surface form. In the context of the following signs, the anticipatory effect
for the weak hand was larger in initial contact signs, which again, appears to be the consequence of the mobility of the location. The opposite
pattern was observed for the torso, with larger effects in final contact signs.

4.1. Overall conclusion

The present study has demonstrated coarticulatory effects of signing in Sign Language of the Netherlands that had so far only been
investigated for American Sign Language. We have demonstrated that various kinds of phonetic properties of signs that are generated by
phonological specifications can impact the amount of coarticulation in signing. We thus concur with Tyrone and Mauk (2010) that experimental
designs with instrumental recordings of hand movements can give us important information about the phonetics of hand movements in signing.
They can help us find explanations for variation found in corpora of spontaneous signing in terms of properties of motor control in humans that
are common to sign and speech. On-going research is further examining how common these serial effects are to motor control more generally
(Corina & Grosvald, 2012). Knowledge of such effects may contribute to improving automatic recognition techniques of signing in two-
dimensional video (e.g., Piater, Hoyoux, & Du, 2010). The artificial word lists used in this experiment have turned out to form a fruitful paradigm
for studying the impact of various factors in the rich phonetic space that the manual movements in signed languages employ.
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Appendix A

See Table A1.
Table A1

Sign specifications: Location, contact type, handshape, movement, and the relative orientation of the selected fingers.

Dutch gloss English translation Location Handshape Contact type Orientation

TIP tip head T initial tips

HAAR hair head T initial tips

WONEN to live head T final tips

LEEGHOOFD nitwit head T final radial

GEKOZEN chosen torso T initial tips

BLUT broke torso T initial tips

PRIJS award torso T final radial

KNOOP button torso T final radial

SCHOOL school space T

THEELEPEL tea spoon space T

TERUG back space T

VRESELIJK terrible space T

BETER better weak hand T initial tips

ROOS rose weak hand T initial ulnar

ZIEK sick weak hand T final tips

THEE tea weak hand T final tips

GEIT goat head S initial radial



Table A1 (continued )

Dutch gloss English translation Location Handshape Contact type Orientation

OUD old head S initial radial

KOE cow head S initial radial

MUSEUM museum head S final palm

DOM stupid head S final palm

BETROKKEN involved torso S initial radial

DAPPER brave torso S initial palm

BANG afraid torso S final palm

SANTIAGO Santiago torso S final radial

ALTIJD always space S

POETSEN to polish space S

STRIJKEN to iron space S

MEE along space S

TOSTI toast weak hand S initial palm

PARAPLU umbrella weak hand S initial ulnar

STEMPEL stamp weak hand S final ulnar

WEEKEND weekend weak hand S final palm

PERU Peru head V initial radial

ZWOLLE Zwolle head V initial radial

ALBERT HEIJN Albert Heijn (shop) head V final radial

WIE who head V final radial

NEEF cousin torso V initial radial

EENS ZIJN MET to agree torso V initial radial

BROER brother torso V final radial

BEVEILIGING security torso V final palm

IS GELIJK AAN equals space V

NOORWEGEN Norway space V

CONTROLEREN to check space V

INDONESIE Indonesia space V

VOETBALLEN football weak hand V initial tips

STEKKER ER UIT unplug weak hand V initial tips

REKENING HOUDEN take into account weak hand V final ulnar

AIDS aids weak hand V final palm
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Appendix B

See Table B1.
Table B1

Presentation orders. Each of the orders included signs of three different handshapes (T, V, and S) with initial contact as well as with

final contact, which in turn were balanced across the sign combinations of initial and final contact.

Sign 1 Sign 2 Sign 3

head torso head

head torso torso

torso torso torso

torso torso head

head weak hand head

head weak hand weak hand

weak hand weak hand weak hand

weak hand weak hand head

head space head

head space space

space space space

space space head

torso space space

space space torso

weak hand space space

space space weak hand

space torso space

space weak hand space
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